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Abstract

The notion of context appears in computer science, as well as in several other disciplines, in various forms. In

this paper, we present a general framework for representing the notion of context in information modeling. First,

we define a context as a set of objects, within which each object has a set of names and possibly a reference:

the reference of the object is another context which “hides” detailed information about the object. Then, we

introduce the possibility of structuring the contents of a context through the traditional abstraction mechanisms,

i.e. classification, generalization, and attribution. We show that, depending on the application, our notion of

context can be used as an independent abstraction mechanism, either in an alternative or a complementary capacity

with respect to the traditional abstraction mechanisms. We also study the interactions between contextualization

and the traditional abstraction mechanisms, as well as the constraints that govern such interactions. Finally, we

present a theory for contextualized information bases. The theory includes a set of validity constraints, a model

theory, as well as a set of sound and complete inference rules. We show that our core theory can be easily extended

to support embedding of particular information models in our contextualization framework.

Keywords:conceptual modeling, contextualization, viewpoints, abstraction mechanisms, model theory, inference

rules.

1 Introduction

The notion of context is of fundamental importance in cognitive psychology, linguistics, and computer science. In

computer science, a number of formal or informal definitions of some notion of context have appeared in several

areas, such as artificial intelligence, software development, databases, data integration, machine learning, and

∗Work was done during the doctoral studies of the author at FORTH-ICS.
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knowledge representation. All these notions of context are very diverse and serve different purposes, yet they all

share the general feature of serving as a frame of reference for relativizing representations of reality.

In software development and databases, the notion of context appears in the form of views [3, 23, 49, 1, 52, 41,

9], aspects [46], roles [24, 50], or even workspaces which are used to support cooperative work [30]. In machine

learning, context is treated as environmental information for concept classification [39, 37]. In the area of data

integration, contexts are used to exchange and adapt value from local information sources to the global application

domain [29, 45, 28]. In artificial intelligence, the notion of context appears as a means of partitioning knowledge

into manageable sets, or as a logical construct that facilitates reasoning activities [53, 25, 38, 22, 4, 21, 6, 51].

Finally, in the area of knowledge representation, the notion of context appears as an abstraction mechanism for

partitioning an information base into possibly overlapping parts [43, 44, 61, 60], or for dividing the global schema

of a database into clusters in order to deal with schema complexity [70, 18, 58, 13, 8, 65].

Lately, there is growing interest in the application of context to the Semantic Web, pervasive computing, and

context-aware services. In the Semantic Web, the notion of context is used to encapsulate different views and

applications of objects [14, 5, 7], as well as user preferences and query context for effective web search [36]. In

pervasive computing and context-aware services, explicit representation of context and contextual knowledge is

considered critical to intelligent agents. In this framework, a context can be a distinguished collection of possible

world features that has predictive worth to the agents. Once an agent knows that it is in a particular context,

it immediately knows a great deal about the situation [63, 64]. In addition, a context can be a description of a

situation (location, environmental attributes etc.) evaluated by an agent, or available to a service before and during

execution [10, 11, 57, 56, 55].

Our objective in this paper is to establish a formal notion of context in conceptual modeling, that supports the

development and effective use of large information bases in various applications. Acontextin an information base

can be seen as a higher-order conceptual entity that groups together other conceptual entities on which we want to

focus.

In [60], a context is defined as a set of objects within which each object is associated with a set of names as in

the following diagram:

objectonames of o1 1

..

.

context

objectonames of o2 2

In a research institute comprising several groups, the set of all newly hired researchers might be seen as a

context, thejuniors context. In that context, the objects are the junior researchers (independently, of the research

group to which they belong) and each object is associated with a set of names: i.e., a social name (e.g. “John”)

together with one or more nicknames (e.g., “the hacker”) that are used only among junior researchers.

A prominent feature of the approach in [60] is that each context is considered itself to be an object, i.e., there

is no distinction between objects and contexts, thus allowing nesting and sharing of contexts.
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In the present approach, wedistinguishbetween objects and contexts, allowing both nesting and sharing of

contexts to be handled in a more flexible way. More specifically, with respect to [60], the notion of context is

enhanced in two ways:

1. We introduce references from objects to contexts.

The contents of a context is still defined to be a set of objects, each of which is associated with a set of

names (as before), with the followingadditionalfeature: We allow each object to be associated with another

context that we call itsreference. Thus, each object of a context is now associated with a set of names, and

(possibly) with a reference, as in the following diagram:

names of
..

context c

.
o object o reference of

(another context c’)
o

In this framework, each real-world object is represented in the information base by an object. Collections of

real world objects that are of interest are represented by contexts. The reference of an objecto in a context

c (if defined) is another contextc′ that contains further information abouto, as seen from contextc. We

consider that this information is critical for understanding the semantics of a context. Different references

of the same object (from different contexts) signify different partial representations or points of view of the

same object.

As we shall see, this notion of context can be used as an independent means for modeling reality. Thus,

it can serve as the foundation of an abstraction mechanism for information modeling, that we shall call

contextualization.

2. We allow the set of objects of a context to be structured through the traditional abstraction mechanisms of

classification, generalization, and attribution1. We study how these three abstraction mechanisms interact

with contextualization, in particular how instance-of, ISA, and attribute links between objects affect the

definition of their references.

The extended notion of context introduced here enriches the modeling capabilities of the traditional abstraction

mechanisms in two significant ways:

1. Expressive power: By supporting relative semantics, i.e., relative naming and relative relationships, and by

interacting with the traditional abstraction mechanisms, contextualization provides new modeling capabili-

ties.

2. Modularity: By retaining the essential information and hiding inessential details (encapsulated in the form

of references), context helps to increase comprehensibility and communicability in complex applications

such as information retrieval over the web, cooperative work in distributed environments, large engineering

databases, scientific catalogs, etc.

1By ”attribution” we mean the assignment of an intrinsic property to an object as well as the declaration of its (binary) relationships to other

objects. The abstraction mechanism ofaggregationis a limited form of attribution [26].
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In this paper, we present a formal theory of context and the ways contexts interact with each other and with

the traditional abstraction mechanisms of conceptual modeling. Our theory includes a set of validity constraints, a

model theory, as well as a set of sound and complete inference rules. We also demonstrate that our core theory can

be extended to support embedding of particular information models in our contextualization framework.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define the notion of contextwithout

structuring of its objects, and we discuss some of the modeling capabilities of contextualization. In Section 3, we

addstructure to the set of objects of a context through the traditional abstraction mechanisms, i.e., classification,

generalization, and attribution. Additionally, we study the interaction between contextualization and the traditional

abstraction mechanisms. In Section 4, we present a formal theory of contextualized information bases, including a

set of validity constraints, a model theory, as well as a set of sound and complete inference rules. In Section 5, we

show that our core theory can be combined with a set of particular information model validity constraints/inference

rules to support embedding of particular information models into our contextualization framework. In Section 6,

we compare our framework with those of related works. Finally, in Section 7, we make some concluding remarks

and suggestions for further research. The proofs of all propositions are given in the Appendix.

2 The notion of context

In this section, we give the definition of a context as used in this paper. First, we motivate this definition through an

example. Suppose that we want to talk about Greek islands by simply using their names without further description.

Let us consider the island of Crete. We can represent this island by anobject identifier, sayo1, and by associating

this identifier with the nameCrete. We writenames(o1) = {Crete} and we denote this as follows2:

Crete : o1

Next, let us consider the island of Santorini. Following a similar approach, we represent this island by an object

identifiero2 and by associating it with the nameSantorini. However, the island of Santorini is also known under

the name Thera. So this time, we associateo2 with the set of names{Santorini, Thera}, i.e., this time we write

names(o2) = {Santorini, Thera} and we denote this as follows:

Santorini, Thera : o2

Finally, let us consider one of those tiny, uninhabited islands of Greece that happen to be nameless. We

represent such an island by an object identifiero3 and by associating it with no name, i.e., we writenames(o3) =

{} and we denote this as follows:

: o3

Continuing in the same way, we can represent every Greek island in a similar manner. The set of all such

representations is what we call acontextand we represent it by acontext identifier, sayc1, as shown in Figure 1.

Suppose next we want to talk about the Greek mainland by simply using the names of each region of Greece

without further description. Proceeding in a similar way as in the case of Greek islands, we can create a second

2In this paper, the termsobjectandobject identifierwill be used interchangeably.
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context, sayc2, as shown in Figure 1.

Suppose now that we want to talk about the geography of Greece seen as a division of Greece into islands and

mainland. First, let us consider the islands. We can represent the islands by an object identifier, sayo, and by

associating it with the nameIslands, i.e.,names(o) = {Islands}. However, the objecto is a higher level object

that collectively represents all Greek islands, i.e., the objecto collectively represents the contents of contextc1. In

other words, if we want to see whato means at a finer level of detail, then we have to “look into” the contents of

c1. Thus we call contextc1 the referenceof objecto, and we writeref (o) = c1. Summarizing our discussion on

islands, we writenames(o) = {Islands} andref (o) = c1, and we denote this as follows:

Islands : o c 1

Following a similar reasoning, we can represent the mainland by an object identifier, sayo′, and by associating

it with the nameMainland and the referencec2. We can now group together the islands and the mainland to form

a contextc3, as shown in Figure 1. Then, the geography of Greece can be represented by an object identifiero′′

whose reference is contextc3.
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3

6

1

3

2

4

1

5

4

.

c

.

c

.

.

: o
..

Macedonia: o

Crete: o

Thrace: o

Peloponnese: o

c

Santorini, Thera: o

Islands: o
Mainland: o’

Geography_of_Greece: o’’

c

Figure 1: An example of context structure: Geography of Greece

The previous examples suggest the following definition of context.

Definition 2.1 Context. A context consists of a context identifierc and a set of object identifiers, denoted by

objs(c), such that eacho ∈ objs(c) is associated with:

1. a set of names, calledthe names ofo in c, and denoted bynames(o, c), and

2. at most one context identifier, calledthe reference ofo in c, and denoted byref (o, c).

If o ∈ objs(c) is not associated with a context identifier thenref(o, c) is considered to be undefined.¦

The reason why we use the symbolsnames(o, c) andref (o, c), instead ofnames(o) andref (o) used in the

previous examples, is that an object can belong to different contexts and may have different names and/or a different

reference in each context. That is,names and references are context-dependent.

Of course, starting from a contextc, we should not be able to reachc again, by navigating through reference

links (denoted in the figure by dotted arrows). To express this formally, we callsuccessor of a contextc any

contextc′ referenced by an object ofc. Additionally, we calldescendant of a contextc1 any contextcn such that

there is a sequence of contextsc1, c2, ..., cn, whereci is a successor ofci−1, for i = 2, ..., n.
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Definition 2.2 Scope of a context. Let c be a context. Consider the set of contexts consisting ofc together with

all descendants ofc. For any two contextsc1 andc2 in this set, create an edge fromc1 to c2 iff c2 is a successor of

c1. We call the created graph,scope of c, and denote it byscope(c). ¦

Clearly, the scope of a contextc can be infinite and/or cyclic. However, for the purposes of this paper, we shall

make the following basic assumption:The scope of any context c is a finite, directed acyclic graph.Obviously,

the scope ofc hasc as its only root, and every leaf of the scope is a context whose objects have no references.

For example, in Figure 1,scope(c4) has four nodes, contextsc1, c2, c3, c4, and contextsc1, c2 are the leaves of

scope(c4).

In our previous examples, while explaining the construction of a context, we followed a bottom-up approach.

That is, we started from simple objects and built up contexts which were later on referenced by higher level objects

(“moving” from right to left in Figure 1). Clearly, we could have followed the opposite construction, i.e., a top-

down approach (”moving” from left to right in Figure 1). Or, we could follow a mixed approach.

This flexibility is important in conceptual modeling and gives (among other things) the possibility ofmodu-

lar design, i.e., retaining at each level of abstraction the essential information and hiding inessential details (by

”encapsulating” them in the form of a reference).

Let us see a top-down definition of a context. Suppose we are defining a contextc0 containing several types of

guides to Greece. Let us model first a tourist guide as follows:

Tourist_Guide: o c1 1

The next stage is to define the contextc1 that contains the information concerning the tourist guide. The context

c1 is shown in Figure 2.
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Geography: o
Greece: o
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Tourist_Guide: o
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c

Islands: o
Mainland: o

MapOfGreece: o

MapOfGreece: o
Crete,Kriti: o

Athens,Athina: o

c

c

c

Crete: o

Santorini, Thera: o

Peloponnese: o
Macedonia: o

Thrace: o

 Hotels: o

 Dining: o

Transportation: o

c

c

c

c

c

c

Cities: o

Mountains: o
MapOfCrete: o

.

Geography: o

Figure 2: An example of context structure: tourist guide and geography of Greece

We then define the contextsc2, c3 to which the objects ofc1 refer. Contextc2 contains tourist information

concerning Crete, such as geography, hotels, dining, transportation, etc, while contextc3 is not shown in the figure.

Subsequently, we have to define the contextsc4, c5, c6, andc7 to which the objects ofc2 refer. Contextc4 contains
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geographical information about Crete, while contextsc5, c6, c7 are not shown in the figure.

Note that objecto3 is shared by both contextsc1 and c11, but the references ofo3 in the two contexts are

different. Additionally, the set of names ofo3 in c1 are{Crete, Kriti}, whereas inc11 is just{Crete}. Further,

note the sharing of objectso2 and o5. Objecto5 is shared by both contextsc0 and c2, though in contextc0,

objecto5 refers to the geography of Greece, whereas in contextc2, objecto5 refers to the geography of Crete.

Disambiguation of meaning is achieved through the contextsc0 andc2. Finally note that contextc4 is a reference

to both objectso3 in contextc11, and objecto5 in contextc2, as both objects refer to geography of Crete.

Obviously, the notion of context supports a simple and straightforward way of referencing objects at any level

of detail. Consider, for example, the tourist guide of Greece in Figure 2. Suppose that, currently, we are in context

c0, and we want to look at Cretan hotels. To do so we can ”go” from objecto1 (Tourist Guide) to objecto3

(Crete, Kriti), and then to objecto6 (Hotels). We indicate this as follows:o1.o3.o6, i.e., by forming a path of

object identifiers. The last object in the path has a reference to a context that contains the information of interest.

The previous examples demonstrate the features of context, supported directly by our context definition,

namely:

1. Object sharing or overlapping contexts.

An object can belong to one or more different contexts. When contexts share objects, we say that contexts

overlap. This feature is useful when we want to view an object under different perspectives.

2. Context-dependent object names.

The same object can have different names in different contexts. This is very convenient, because a name

may be clearly understood in one context, while not understood in a different context.

3. Context-dependent references.

The same object can have different references within different contexts. In other words, references are

context-dependent, representing context-dependent views of an object.

4. Context sharing.

Two different objects, whether they belong to the same context or not, can have the same reference. This is

useful for representing the same point of view from two different starting points.

5. Context-dependent reachability.

From within a given context, we can “reach” any object that belongs to the reference of an object within that

context (and, recursively, any object that lies on a path).

6. Synonyms, Homonyms, Anonyms.

The same object can have different names in the same context (synonyms). Two different objects can have

the same name within a context (homonyms). An object may have no name within a context (anonyms).

Contextualization constitutes an abstraction mechanism in the sense that a contextc “encapsulates” its contents

and thus any object referencingc can be seen as the abstraction of the contents ofc. For example, in Figure 2, the

objecto3 (Crete, Kriti) in contextc1 can be seen as the abstraction of the contents ofc2.
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Contextualization can be seen as either an alternative or a complementary abstraction mechanism to tradi-

tional abstraction mechanisms (depending on the application). For example, referring to Figure 2, the objecto13

(Islands) in contextc10 can also be modelled as a class, and the objectso3, o17, o18, can be modelled as instances

of o13. However, it is less obvious how to model the objecto1 (Tourist Guide) by means of the traditional

abstraction mechanisms. Indeed, the objectso2, o3, o4 can hardly be considered as instances ofo1. Thus, the use

of contexts for describing the tourist guide of Greece seems to be more appropriate.

Roughly speaking, the modeling power of contexts stems from the fact that one can group together quite

dissimilar things, regardless of any structural relationships they may have. In fact, no such relationships are

required to hold the contents of a context together.

As we shall see shortly, the combination of contextualization with the traditional abstraction mechanisms pro-

vides even further modeling capabilities.

3 Structuring the contents of a context

In this section, we informally3 structure the objects of a context through attribution, classification, and generaliza-

tion. To achieve this we enhance our notion of context, as follows:

• each object of a context is either a simple object or a link object (attribute, instance-of, or ISA);

• each object can be related to other objects through attribute, instance-of, or ISA links;

In order to specify the objects (source and destination) that a link relates, each context is assumed to be equipped

with:

• A predicate for defining the objects that are attribute links. This is the predicate

attr(att obj , from, to)

declaring that objectatt obj is an attribute link with source objectfrom and destination objectto.

• A predicate for defining the objects that are instance-of links. This is the predicate

in(in obj , from, to)

declaring that the objectin obj is an instance-of link, and the objectfrom is an instance of the classto.

• A predicate for defining the objects that are ISA links. This is the predicate

isa(isa obj , from, to)

declaring that the objectisa obj is an ISA link, and the classfrom is a subclass of classto.

Note that, as attribute, instance-of, and ISA links are objects, a link can have zero, one, or more names.

Consider, for example, modeling employees using a class whose instances have three attributes: name, salary

and address. Using our definition of context, this modeling can be done as shown in Figure 3(a), whereo is the

employee class, and the three attribute declarations define the objectso1, o2 ando6 as attributes from classo to

classeso4, o5 ando3, respectively. Figure 3(b) shows a more convenient representation of contextc, where the

attributeso1, o2 ando6 are represented by arrows. For example,attr(o1, o, o4) is represented by the arrow from

3The formal definition as given in Section 4.
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o to o4. Note that attributeo6 has the same name as objecto3, something allowed by our definition of context.

However, if referencing of objects is done through names, this may lead to ambiguities. We address this problem

in [60]4.

Integer : o

(b)

attr( o  , o , o  )
attr( o  , o , o  )6 3

52

attr( o  , o , o  )41

c
c

Address : o c’

Employee: o Salary : o

(a)

Address : o

Name : o String : o

Salary : o

Address : o

Employee: o

Name : o

Address : o c’

String : o

Integer : o

1

2

6

4

5

3

1

2

6

4

5

3

Figure 3: Modeling an employee using attributes

In the rest of the paper, in order to simplify the pictorial presentation of contexts, the object identifiers of

instance-of, and ISA links will be omitted from the pictures.

11 Salary: o5

Integer: o

13

has_salary: o

100000: o10

320000: o11

10

42

: o

1...

Employee: o

0

: o

12 21

22Pit: o
20

Pol: o
John: o

2

3Manager: o
manages: o

c

c

c

Services: o6

CompanyA: o 1

instance−of
ISA
attribute
reference

Figure 4: Modeling the employees of a company

Figure 4 shows another example of context with structured contents, this time using all three abstraction mech-

anisms, i.e., classification, generalization, and attribution. In this example, companyCompanyA is represented by

objecto1. We can find more information about the company in contextc1, which contains information about em-

ployees, managers and services provided by the company. In particular, objectsEmployee andManager represent

the class of employees and managers, respectively. The salary paid by the company is represented by objecto5 and

is an Integer. The fact that employees have a salary is represented by the objecto11. Similarly, objecto10 represents

the fact that managers manage employees. Individuals employees are represented by objectsPol, Pit, andJohn,

whereJohn managesPol andPit. Thus,Pol andPit are instances ofEmployee, whereasJohn is instance of

Manager. Attributeso12 ando13 are instances of attribute classmanages and represent thatJohn managesPol

andPit, respectively. Objecto6 represents collectively the services available by the company (more information

4A simple way to avoid this problem is to put the name of objecto6 in a verb form, e.g.has address, or to use more than one names for

objecto6, e.g.{Address, employee address}.
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is available in contextc2).

Figure 5 shows another example of context with structured contents representing recommendations for dining

in a touristic place.

2
11has_address: o

Address: o5

c1

: o12

: o13

..

.

c2

PlaceToEat: o

FastFood: o Restaurant: o

Bacchus: o
Loucoulos: o

Athens: o
Heraclion: o10

97

8

43

Dining: o 1

c0

LocalDishes: o6

instance−of
ISA
attribute
reference

Figure 5: Structured contents of a context

It must be stressed thatall items in a context, including the predicate declarations, are defined relatively to

that context. For example, an object that belongs to two different contexts can have different attributes in each

context. Similarly, an objecto which is an instance of a classo′ in a given context might not be an instance of

o′ in a different context (assuming thato, o′ belong to both contexts), and so on. This is illustrated in Figure 6.

Contextsc2 andc4 contain information concerning geographic data about Crete during the 15th and 20th century,

respectively. The objecto6 represents a place in Crete which is classified underVillage in the 15th century,

whereas the same place is classified underCity in the 20th century. Note that objecto5 was called Chandax in

the 15th century, whereas the same object is called Heraklion in the 20th century. Moreover, the 15th century

description includes information on the fortification of the city, while that of the 20th century includes information

on the airport.

c1

c 4c

c2

Chandax: o5

City: o 3

Fortification: o9 A: o6

A: o6

.

3

City: o 3

Airport: o10 B: o7

.

.

.

.

.

Heraklion: o5

c

15th_century: o

20th_century: o

1

2

c
Crete: o

Athens: o 88

c
Crete: o

Athens: o 8 9

Geographic_Data: o’

c0

11: o

Village: o4

12: o

Village: o4

Figure 6: Context-dependent description

3.1 The interaction between abstraction mechanisms

In this section, we study the interaction between the traditional abstraction mechanisms and the mechanism of

contextualization. The interaction between the traditional abstraction mechanisms has been extensively studied in

the literature (see [26, 54] for a survey and [17] for a review of reasoning in Description Logics). For example, the
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interaction between classification and generalization is usually expressed through the following constraint: If an

objecto is instance of a classo′, ando′ is subclass ofo′′, theno is instance ofo′′.

To study the interaction between between the traditional abstraction mechanisms and the mechanism of con-

textualization, we need the notions of source reference and destination reference of a link object. Bysource

referenceof a link object, we refer to the reference of the source of a link object. Additionally, bydestination

referenceof a link object, we refer to the reference of the destination of the link object.

3.1.1 Attribution and contextualization

In this subsection, we study the interaction between attribution and contextualization.

We start with a constraint imposed to the references of attribute objects. As an attribute cannot exist without

a source and a destination, the source reference and the destination reference of the attribute should be included

in the reference (if any) of the attribute object. This can be done as shown in Figure 7. Leto be an attribute from

objecto1 to objecto2 with referencesc1 andc2, respectively. Then, the referencec of o should contain two special

objectsof andot. The objectof , namedfrom, has as reference the contextc1. The objectot, namedto, has as

reference the contextc2. So from now on, we assume that the reference of every attribute is as shown in Figure 7.

c

..

o

c

c
from : o

.
to : o c

o

c

o

c

1

1 2

1

2

2 f

t

Figure 7: The reference of an attribute

Let us calltraversal pathany path from an object in the source reference of the attribute to an object in the

destination reference such that every member of the path is an attribute, instance-of, or ISA link. We callattribute

path any traversal path every member of which is an attribute. Intuitively, an attribute path defines an (abstract)

attribute from an object in the source reference to an object in the destination reference.

Now, the constraint that we propose for the reference of an attribute can be stated informally as follows:

the attribute must collectively represent all traversal paths from objects in its source reference to objects in its

destination reference. Clearly, in order for this requirement to be satisfied, all traversal paths must be attribute

paths. Hence, we have the following constraint on the information that the reference of an attribute can contain:

Constraint 3.1 Attribute Reference Constraint. Every traversal path in the reference of an attribute is an

attribute path.¦

Figure 8 illustrates the interaction between attribution and contextualization in a top-down modeling of de-

mographic data. The reference of attributeo4 (Related To) is contextc4. This reference contains two traversal

paths that are both attribute paths. The first of these paths goes from objecto5 in contextc2 to objecto8 in context

c3, and consists of a single attribute:o11 (born in). Within contextc4, this is defined asattr(o11, of .o5, ot.o8)
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Figure 8: Interaction between attribution and contextualization

because objectsof andot refer to the source and destination references of attributeo4, respectively5. The second

path goes from objecto7 in contextc2 to objecto8 in contextc3 and consists of two attributes:o12 (works for)

from o7 to o13, ando14 (located in) from o13 to o8. Within contextc4, this is defined asattr(o12, of .o7, o13)

andattr(o14, o13, ot.o8), respectively. Note that in Figure 8(a), contextc4 is given in a pictorial way, where the

special objectsof andot are omitted and predicates are depicted through arrows. Its actual definition is given in

Figure 8(b).

3.1.2 Classification and contextualization

The interaction between classification and contextualization is similar to that between attribution and contextual-

ization. Thus the referencec of an instance-of linko should also contain the special objectsof andot, as shown in

Figure 7. In addition,c should contain only instance-of links from objects in the source reference ofo to objects in

the destination reference ofo.

Constraint 3.2 Instance-of Reference Constraint. Every traversal path in the reference of an instance-of link

consists of a single instance-of link.¦

If an objecto is an instance of objecto′ then the reference of the instance-of link may classify objects in the

reference ofo into object classes in the reference ofo′. Intuitively, we can say that the objects in the reference ofo

follow the ”schema” defined in the reference ofo′.

5The object pathsof .o5 andot.o8 in c4 mean that objectso5 ando8 can be reached from objectsof andot in c4 through the references

of of andot in c4, that is contextsc2 andc3, respectively.
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Probably the most relevant example of this interaction is the one relating a database schema with its instances.

In Figure 9, objecto1 (Instance 1) is instance of objecto′1 (Schema 1). Note that the referencecin of the

instance-of link contains only instance-of links from objects ofc1 to objects ofc′1.

c

c1

c’1

in

. . .

. . . . . . .. .Instance_1: o 1

2Schema_2: o’

Instance_2: o 2

Schema_1: o’1

0c

Figure 9: The reference of an instance-of link

Intuitively, within cin, objects ofc1 are instances of objects ofc′1. For example, ifc1 contains a set of relational

tuples andc′1 contains a relational database schema then the instance-of links relate tuples inc1 with tables inc′1.

Note that the separation between instance and schema allows for several sets of objects to share the same

schema, and the same set of objects to be classified under different schemas. For example, in Figure 9, schemaso′1

(Schema 1) ando′2 (Schema 2) share the same instance set, represented by objecto2 (Instance 2). On the other

hand, instance setso1 ando2 share the same schemao′1 (Schema 1). A more realistic example for the second case

is given in Figure 10, where objecto1 (Company) refers to the concept of Company, and objectso2 (CompA) ando3

(CompB) refer to two specific companies. Intuitively, the reference ofo1 corresponds to the schema of a company,

and the references ofo2 ando3 correspond to information about the particular companies. As objectso2 ando3

are instances ofo1, objects within the references ofo2 ando3 are classified into classes in the reference ofo1. This

classification takes place within the referencesc4 andc5 of the instance-of links fromo2 ando3 to o1, respectively.

4

Employee: o4

c1

c5

c3

c4

c5

c2

Manos: o5

c

c6

Anastasia: o7

Nick: o6

cCompany: o1 1

CompB: o c33

CompA: o c22

c8

Nicolas: o6 c7

Figure 10: Interaction between classification and contextualization

Continuing with the example of Figure 10, consider the instance-of link from objecto2 (CompA) to object

o1 (Company). To satisfy the Instance-of Reference Constraint, the referencec4 of this link may only contain

instance-of links from objects in its source reference (contextc2) to objects in its destination reference (context

c1). In other words, within contextc4, objects of companyCompA may only be classified to the classes in the

schema ofCompany. Indeed, within contextc4, there is an instance-of link from objecto6 (Nicolas) to objecto4

(Employee). The referencec7 of objecto6 contains information about the employeeNicolas, and the reference
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c6 of object o4 contains schema information about the classEmployee. To satisfy the Instance-of Reference

Constraint, the referencec8 of the instance-of link may only classify information about the employeeNicolas

to the schema ofEmployee. Therefore, recursive application of the Instance-of Reference Constraint implies

classification of objects according to their entire recursive structure.

3.1.3 Generalization and contextualization

Generalization establishes a subclass-superclass relation between classes and is used to emphasize the similarities

among classes with common superclasses and to hide their differences. The interaction between generalization and

attribution is expressed by the well known mechanism ofattribute inheritance. In our framework, in addition to

attribute inheritance, we support a new mechanism that we callreference inheritance. Roughly speaking, according

to reference inheritance, the reference of the subclassinheritsthe contents of the reference of the superclass.

Formally, reference inheritance is defined through a partial order over contexts that we callcontext refinement.

Definition 3.1 Context refinement. We say that contextc refinescontextc′, or that contextc is arefinement

of c′, denoted byc - c′ iff

1. every object ofc′ is also an object ofc,

2. the names of every objecto in c′ are included in the names ofo in c,

3. every instance-of, ISA, and attribute relationship inc′ also holds inc, and

4. the reference of every objecto of c′ is either undefined or refined by the reference ofo in c. ¦

Note that the above definition of context refinement is recursive and that every context is a refinement of itself.

We show in subsection 4.7 that refinement is a partial pre-ordering, i.e., reflexive and transitive. Moreover, we

show that context refinement is a partial ordering up to context equivalence, where context equivalence is defined

as follows: two contexts areequivalentiff they have (i) the same objects, (ii) the same names for each object, (iii)

the same instance-of, ISA, and attribute relationships, and (iv) the references of each object in the two contexts are

either both undefined or equivalent. Roughly speaking, two contexts are equivalent if they have the same contents,

up to equivalence of the object references.6.

The following constraint expresses the application of reference inheritance on ISA links.

Constraint 3.3 Reference Inheritance Constraint. The source reference of an ISA link refines the destination

reference of the link.¦

For example, in Figure 11, objecto2 (Hospital) is a subclass of objecto1 (Organization). The source

reference of this ISA link (contextc2) is a refinement of the destination of the link (contextc1), asc2 contains

all the contents ofc1. Therefore, the reference inheritance constraint is satisfied. Intuitively, we can say that the

contents ofc1 have been inherited byc2.

Context refinement can be achieved in stages through the repetitive application of the following operations on

the contents of a context: (i) the addition of a new object, (ii) the addition of a new instance-of, ISA, and attribute

6Notice the similarity between context equivalence and deep object equality in object oriented databases [2].
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Figure 11: Interaction between generalization and contextualization

relationship, (iii) the addition of a name to an object, (iv) the addition of a reference to an object, and (v) the

application of the previous operations to the contents of a reference. The resulting context is certainly a refinement

of the original context, as it merely extends the information contained in that context (and no cancellation takes

place). In this sense, refinement inheritance is a form of strict inheritance.

We now give a more involved example (see Figure 12). Letc2 be a context describing medical services.

Within c2, the classo4 (Hospital) and the classo5 (PrivateUnit) are subclasses of the classo3 (Health Care).

In accordance to the Reference Inheritance Constraint, the referencec4 of Hospital and the referencec5 of

PrivateUnit are refinements of the referencec3 of Health Care. Specifically, contextsc4 andc5 inherit all the

information contained in contextc3, including the objecto8 (Agents) that represents the concept of agent. Within

contextc3, the referencec8 of o8 describes theAgents hierarchy in the general health care environment. Within

contextc4, the referencec9 of o8 describes theAgents hierarchy in the hospital environment. Within contextc5,

the referencec10 of o8 describes theAgents hierarchy in the private unit environment. Note that although contexts

c9 andc10 refine contextc8, they describe different hierarchies. For example,c9 indicates that the director of a

hospital should be a doctor, whereasc10 indicates that the director of a private unit should be owner of the unit.

To keep the contexts concise, we could eliminate duplications in the contents of the source reference of the

ISA link. In this case, the complete contexts are obtained after the application of reference inheritance on the ISA

links. A mechanism for eliminating duplications is proposed in [59].

3.1.4 Classification, generalization and contextualization

In this section, we study the interaction between all three abstraction mechanisms, classification, generalization,

and contextualization. This interaction is exemplified in Figure 13.

Let c1 andc2 be the references of the instance-of links fromo to o′ and fromo to o′′, respectively, as shown

in Figure 13(a). The question is whether there is any relationship between the contents ofc1 andc2, as there is an

ISA link betweeno′ ando′′. Indeed, we show thatc1 refinesc2.

Let c, c′ andc′′ be the references of the objectso, o′ ando′′, respectively. Asc′ refinesc′′ (see the Reference

Inheritance Constraint, Constraint 3.3), it should hold that if an objecto1 in c is classified in a classo2 in c′′ then,

o1 should also be classified in the inherited classo2 in c′. That is, the instance-of links contained inc2 should be
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Figure 12: Interaction between generalization and contextualization: An example from a medical environment

inherited byc1 (see Figure 13(b)), and the reference of an inherited link inc1 should refine the reference of this

link in c2. This implies thatc1 should refinec2. We refer to this constraint asInstance-of Inheritance Constraint.

Constraint 3.4 Instance-of Inheritance Constraint. The reference of an instance-of link from an objecto to a

classo′ refines the reference of any instance-of link fromo to a superclass ofo′. ¦

Duplications of instance-of links in contextc1 can be avoided through an inheritance mechanism similar to that

applied in the interaction between generalization and contextualization, described in the previous subsection. One

such mechanism is proposed in [59].

In the following section, we present a generic, formal theory for contextualized information bases. The theory

includes a definition of contextualized information bases, a set of validity constraints, a model theory, as well as a
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Figure 13: The interaction between classification, generalization, and contextualization

set of sound and complete inference rules.

4 A theory for contextualized information bases

Having introduced our ideas informally, we now formally define our contextualization abstraction mechanism.

We assume a domain consisting of the following three mutually disjoint sets:

• A set ofobject identifiers, or simplyobjects, denoted byO.

• A set ofcontext identifiers, or simplycontexts, denoted byCXT .

• A set ofatomic names, denoted byN .

4.1 Contextualized information base

In this subsection, we formally define the contents of a context and a contextualized information base.

Let us denote byRP, the set of all possible object paths, that is:

RP = O+ = {o1.o2. · · · .on−1.on | n ∈ IN+ ∧ ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, oi ∈ O}

The contents of a contextc are defined as follows:

Definition 4.1 Contents of a context. Thecontentsof a contextc, denoted bycnts(c), is a tuple:

〈 objs(c), lex(c), rf(c), in(c), isa(c), attr(c) 〉

where

1. objs(c) ∈ P(O) is a set of objects.

2. lex(c) : objs(c) −→ P(N ) is a mapping which associates each object ofc with a set of names. We call this

function thelexicon ofc, and we definenames(o, c) = lex(c)(o).

3. rf(c) : objs(c) −→ CXT is a partial function which associates an object ofc with a context. We call this

partial function thereference association ofc, and we defineref(o, c) = rf(c)(o).

4. in(c) = {〈o, pf , pt〉 | o ∈ objs(c) ∧ pf , pt ∈ RP} is a set of triplets of the form〈o, pf , pt〉, expressing

thato is an instance-of link in contextc from object pathpf to object pathpt.

5. isa(c) = {〈o, pf , pt〉 | o ∈ objs(c) ∧ pf , pt ∈ RP} is a set of triplets of the form〈o, pf , pt〉, expressing

thato is an ISA link in contextc from object pathpf to object pathpt.
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6. attr(c) = {〈o, pf , pt〉 | o ∈ objs(c), pf , pt ∈ RP} is a set of triplets of the form〈o, pf , pt〉, expressing that

o is an attribute link in contextc from object pathpf to object pathpt.

In order to formally define a contextualized information base, we need to define the notion of reference path.

Accessing information in an information base often involves navigating from one object to another by following

links [31]. As the reference of an object within a context is also a context, references provide a means to traverse

from an objecto of a contextc to the objects of another context via the reference ofo in c. The sequence of

traversed objects constitutes a kind of path, which we callreference path.

Definition 4.2 Reference Path.

A reference patho1.o2. · · · .on−1.on in a contextc0 is a sequence of objects where each objectoi+1 is

contained in the reference of the previous objectoi. The reference ofo1 is taken inc0 (call this referencec1), the

reference ofo2 is taken inc1, and so on. The set of all reference paths in the contextc0, denoted byRPc0 , is

defined as follows:

RPc0 = {o1.o2. · · · .on−1.on | n ∈ IN+ ∧ ∃c1, ..., cn−1 ∈ CXT :

(∀1 ≤ i < n, oi ∈ objs(ci−1) ∧ ci = ref (oi, ci−1)) ∧ on ∈ objs(cn−1)}. ¦

In fact, a reference patho1.o2. · · · .on−1.on in c0 is used to reach objecton in contextcn−1 starting from

objecto1 in c0. Note that, each objecto of a contextc is considered as a reference path inc of length 1.

We are now ready to define a contextualized information base.

Definition 4.3 Contextualized information base. A contextualized information baseis a tuple:

〈 O, CXT ,N , cnts 〉

wherecnts is a partial function that associates a contextc ∈ CXT with its contentscnts(c) = 〈objs(c), lex(c),

rf(c), in(c), isa(c), attr(c)〉, such that: if〈o, pf , pt〉 ∈ in(c) ∪ isa(c) ∪ attr(c) thenpf , pt ∈ RPc. ¦

The fact that the source and the destination of an instance-of, ISA, or attribute link of a contextc are reference

paths inc implies that (i) from withinc, we can access only objects that “lie” on a reference path inc, and (ii) the

related objects (i.e., last objects in the paths) are contextualized, i.e., they are viewed from the last accessed context

navigating through the path. For example, in Figure 8,o11 is an attribute link inc4 from of .o5 to ot.o8. As contexts

c2 andc3 are the last accessed contexts navigating through the pathsof .o5 to ot.o8, respectively, the objects related

by the attribute linko11 (i.e., objectso5 ando8) are contextualized within contextsc2 andc3, respectively.

A contextualized information base is built from a set of user declarations. However, not every contextualized

information base is valid. A valid contextualized information base should guarantee that the scope of each context

is a directed acyclic graph, as well as the appropriate interaction between the different abstraction mechanisms.

Formally, a contextualized information base is valid if its structure satisfies a number of validity constraints, that

will be presented in subsection 4.4. The following two subsections, provide the appropriate definitions and notions

for defining validity.
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4.2 Predicates and functions

In this subsection, we define a number of predicates and functions which will be used to express the validity

constraints of a contextualized information base.

1. The predicateIsLinkc(o) expresses that objecto is a link in contextc, and is defined as follows:

∀c ∈ CXT , o ∈ O :

IsLinkc(o) ⇔ ∃p, p′ ∈ RPc : 〈o, p, p′〉 ∈ isa(c) ∪ in(c) ∪ attr(c).

2. Fromc : O −→ RPc.

This function is defined w.r.t. a contextc, takes as input a linko, and returns the source ofo in c. That is:

∀c ∈ CXT , o ∈ O, p ∈ RPc :

Fromc(o) = p ⇔ ∃p′ ∈ RPc : 〈o, p, p′〉 ∈ isa(c) ∪ in(c) ∪ attr(c).

We call this functionthe source ofo in contextc.

For example, in Figure 8,Fromc4(o11) = of .o5.

3. Toc : O −→ RPc.

This function is defined w.r.t. a contextc, takes as input a linko, and returns the destination ofo in c. That

is:

∀c ∈ CXT , o ∈ O, p ∈ RPc :

Toc(o) = p ⇔ ∃p′ ∈ RPc : 〈o, p′, p〉 ∈ isa(c) ∪ in(c) ∪ attr(c).

We call this functionthe destination ofo in contextc.

For example, in Figure 8,Toc4(o11) = ot.o8.

4. Ref c : RPc −→ CXT .

This function is defined w.r.t. a contextc, takes as input a reference pathp in c and returns the reference of

the last object inp w.r.t. the last accessed context navigating throughp. That is:

∀c ∈ CXT , p ∈ RPc : Ref c(p) =

{ ref (p, c), if length(p) = 1

Ref ref (first(p),c)(rest(p)), if length(p) > 1

Note that the above definition is recursive and terminates whenlength(p) = 1. We call this functionthe

reference ofp in contextc.

For example, in Figure 6,Refc(o1) = c1, Refc(o1.o) = c2, andRefc(o2.o) = c4.

4.3 The notion of link path

In this subsection, we define the notion of link path and traversal path. As the source and the destination of a link

(attribute, instance-of, and ISA) are objects (reached through reference paths), links provide a means to traverse
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from one object to another. For each such traversal, there is a corresponding sequence of traversed links. This

sequence of traversed links (recall that links are objects themselves) constitutes a kind of path which we shall call

link path. Link paths, similar to reference paths, are given in a contextc.

Definition 4.4 Link path . The set oflink pathsin a contextc, denoted byLPc, is defined as follows:

LPc = {o1.o2. · · · .on−1.on | n ∈ IN+ ∧ ∀1 ≤ i < n :

IsLinkc(oi) ∧ IsLinkc(oi+1) ∧ (Fromc(oi+1) = Toc(oi) ∨ Fromc(oi+1) = oi ∨
Toc(oi) = oi+1)}. ¦

Intuitively, a link path inc is a sequence of links ofc, where the source of each link in the sequence coincides

with the destination of the previous link, or the previous link itself. A link path inc, whose all members are either

attributes, or instance-of, or ISA links inc, will be calledattribute, instance-of, or ISA pathin c, respectively. For

example, in Figure 8, there are three link paths in contextc4: p1 = o12.o14, p2 = o12.o16, andp3 = o11.

As we have seen in subsection 3.1, a context is of typelink contextif it is the reference of an attribute or

instance-of link. Every link context must contain the special objectsof andot with namesfrom andto, respec-

tively. Additionally, if a link has as reference a link contextc then the references of objectsof andot in c should

be the source and destination reference7 of the link, respectively. We denote the set of link contexts byLCXT .

Clearly, it holds:LCXT ⊂ CXT .

Let c be a link context. We shall calltraversal path inc, any link path inc that traverses from an object

reached through a reference path starting fromof , to an object reached through a reference path starting fromot.

Specifically, the traversal path should satisfy the following: (i) the source of its first link is a reference path starting

from of , and (ii) the destination of its last link is a reference path starting fromot. Intuitively, a traversal path

in a link context traverses from an object in the source reference, to an object in the destination reference of the

corresponding link.

Definition 4.5 Traversal Path. The set of all traversal paths in a link contextc, denoted byT Pc, is defined as

follows8:

T Pc = {p ∈ LPc | first(Fromc(first(p))) = of ∧ first(Toc(last(p))) = ot}. ¦

For example, in Figure 8, there are two traversal paths within contextc4: p1 = o12.o14 andp3 = o11.

The set of all attribute paths inc which are also traversal paths is denoted asAT Pc. The set of all instance-of

paths inc which are also traversal paths is denoted asINT Pc, and the set of instance-of traversal paths inc of

length one is denoted byINT P1
c , i.e.,INT P1

c = {p ∈ INT Pc | length(p) = 1}.

7Recall that we refer to the reference of the source (resp. destination) of a link as thesource (resp.destination) reference of that link.
8The functionfirst(p) returns the first element of pathp.
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4.4 Validity constraints

In this subsection, we present the constraints that every valid contextualized information base should satisfy. These

validity constraints guarantee (i) that the scope of every context is a directed acyclic graph, (ii) the appropriate

interaction between the different abstraction mechanisms, as described in subsection 3.1, (iii) termination of the

refinement inheritance process, and (iv) the existence of a special context that contains built-in information shared

by all contexts.

Validity Constraint 4.1 Acyclicity . There is no reference path from a contextc to c.

∀c ∈ CXT : 6 ∃p ∈ RP : Refc(p) = c. ¦

As we have indicated in Section 2, the scope of every context is a directed acyclic graph.

Validity Constraint 4.2 Special objects of a link context. The objects of a link context must contain the special

objects,of andot, with namesfrom andto, respectively. That is:

∀c ∈ LCXT : of , ot ∈ objs(c) ∧ from ∈ names(of , c) ∧ to ∈ names(ot, c). ¦

This validity constraint is justified and exemplified in subsection 3.1.1.

Validity Constraint 4.3 Interaction between attribution and contextualization. Let c be a context andpf , pt

be reference paths inc. If o is an attribute link inc from pf to pt, andca is the reference ofo in c, then the

references of the special objectsof andot in ca are the references ofpf andpt in c. Additionally, every traversal

path inc is an attribute path inc.

∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT , pf , pt ∈ RP , ca ∈ LCXT :

〈o, pf , pt〉 ∈ attr(c) ∧ ca = ref(o, c) ⇒
ref(of , ca) = Ref c(pf ) ∧ ref(ot, ca) = Ref c(pt) ∧ T Pc = AT Pc. ¦

This validity constraint is justified and exemplified in subsection 3.1.1.

Validity Constraint 4.4 Interaction between classification and contextualization. Let c be a context andpf , pt

be reference paths inc. If o is an instance-of link inc from pf to pt, andcin is the reference ofo in c, then the

references of the special objectsof andot in cin are the references ofpf andpt in c. Additionally, every traversal

path inc is an instance-of link inc.

∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT , pf , pt ∈ RP , cin ∈ LCXT :

〈o, pf , pt〉 ∈ in(c) ∧ cin = ref(o, c) ⇒

ref(of , cin) = Ref c(pf ) ∧ ref(ot, cin) = Ref c(pt) ∧ T Pc = INT P1
c . ¦

This validity constraint is justified and exemplified in subsection 3.1.2.
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Validity Constraint 4.5 Interaction between generalization and contextualization. Let c be a context and

o1, o2 be objects ofc. If there is an ISA link inc from o1 to o2 then there should not be any reference path from

the reference ofo2 to the reference ofo1.

∀o, o1, o2 ∈ O, c, c1, c2 ∈ CXT :

〈o, o1, o2〉 ∈ isa(c) ∧ c1 = ref(o1, c) ∧ c2 = ref(o2, c) ⇒ 6 ∃p ∈ RP : Refc2(p) = c1. ¦

As we have described in subsection 3.1.3, if the left part of the above validity constraint is true thenc1 refines

c2 through an inheritance process. The constraint6 ∃p ∈ RP : Refc2(p) = c1 guarantees that the inheritance

process terminates.

Validity Constraint 4.6 Interaction between classification, generalization, and contextualization. Let c be

a context andp, p1, p2 be reference paths inc. If o1 is an instance-of link inc from p to p1, o is an ISA link inc

from p1 to p2, ando2 is an instance-of link inc from p to p2, then there should not be any reference path from the

reference ofo2 to the reference ofo1.

∀o, o1, o2 ∈ O, c, c1, c2 ∈ CXT , p, p1, p2 ∈ RP :

〈o1, p, p1〉 ∈ in(c) ∧ 〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ isa(c) ∧ 〈o2, p, p2〉 ∈ in(c) ∧ ref(o1, c) = c1 ∧ ref(o2, c) = c2

⇒ 6 ∃p′ ∈ RP : Refc2(p
′) = c1. ¦

As we have described in subsection 3.1.4, if the left part of the above validity constraint is true thenc1 refines

c2 through an inheritance process. The constraint6 ∃p′ ∈ RP : Refc2(p
′) = c1 guarantees that the inheritance

process terminates.

As a final validity constraint, we assume that in every contextualized information base, there is a special

contextCempty , calledempty context, which contains all built-in information9 (objects, contexts, names) shared

by all contexts. For example, in an object-oriented database, the empty context will contain all built-in classes and

their relationships.

Validity Constraint 4.7 The empty context (Cempty ). There is a special contextCempty , calledempty context,

which contains all built-in information.¦

We are now ready to define validity in contextualized information bases.

Definition 4.6 Valid Contextualized Information Base. Let CIB = 〈 O, CXT N , cnts 〉 be a contextualized

information base. We say thatCIB is valid iff CIB satisfies the above validity constraints.¦

In the rest of the paper, we consider only valid contextualized information bases.

9Built-in information is not needed to be created explicitly by the users.
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4.5 Model theory

Each contextualized information base is built from a set of user declarations. Based on these declarations, new

information can be derived, enriching the contents of declared contexts and deriving new contexts. In this subsec-

tion, we present a model theory and define the logical implications of a (valid) contextualized information base.

The logical implications of a contextualized information base allow to answer queries regarding the objects of a

contextc, the names of an objecto in a contextc, the reference of an objecto in a contextc, the instance-of, ISA,

and attribute relationships in a contextc, as well as context refinement.

Definition 4.7 Interpretation . An interpretation I of a contextualized information baseCIB = 〈O, CXT ,N ,

cnts〉 is a tuple〈O, CXT ,N , cntsI , -I〉, wherecntsI is a partial function that associates a context with its con-

tents, and-I is a binary relation between contexts.¦

From the above definition, it is obvious that an interpretationI of a contextualized information baseCIB is

also a contextualized information base, extended with the context refinement relation.

Definition 4.8 Model. Let CIB = 〈O, CXT ,N , cnts〉 be a contextualized information base. An interpretation

I = 〈O, CXT ,N , cntsI ,-I〉 is amodel of CIB iff I satisfies the following model constraints.¦

Model Constraint 4.1 Satisfaction of user declarations. Every modelI satisfies theCIB user declarations.

1. ∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT : o ∈ objs(c) ⇒ o ∈ objsI(c) ∧ names(o, c) ⊆ namesI(o, c).

2. ∀c ∈ CXT : in(c) ⊆ inI(c) ∧ isa(c) ⊆ isaI(c) ∧ attr(c) ⊆ attrI(c).

3. ∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT : ref(o, c) = c′ ⇒ ref I(o, c) = c′. ¦

Model Constraint 4.2 Context Refinement. A contextc refinesa contextc′ (c - c′) iff (i) every object ofc′ is

also an object ofc, (ii) the names of every objecto in c′ are included in the names ofo in c, (iii) every instance-of,

ISA, or attribute relationship inc′ also holds inc, and (iv) the reference of every objecto of c′ is either undefined

or refined by the reference ofo in c.

∀c, c′ ∈ CXT :

c -I c′ ⇔

(objsI(c′) ⊆ objsI(c) ∧
attrI(c′) ⊆ attrI(c) ∧
inI(c′) ⊆ inI(c) ∧
isaI(c′) ⊆ isaI(c) ∧

(∀o ∈ objs(c′), c1 ∈ CXT , ∃c2 ∈ CXT :

namesI(o, c′) ⊆ namesI(o, c) ∧
ref I(o, c′) = c1 ⇒ ref I(o, c) = c2 ∧ c2 -I c1). ¦

This model constraint is justified and exemplified in subsection 3.1.3.
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Model Constraint 4.3 Contextualized binary instance-of and ISA. Let c be a context andp1, p2 be reference

paths inc. There is an ISA link inc from p1 to p2 iff every instance ofp1 in c is also an instance ofp2 in c.

∀c ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RPc :

Isac(p1, p2) ⇔ ∃o ∈ O : 〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ isaI(c).

Inc(p1, p2) ⇔ ∃o ∈ O : 〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ inI(c).

Isac(p1, p2) ⇔ (∀p ∈ RP : Inc(p, p1) ⇒ Inc(p, p2)). ¦
This is the contextualized version of the classical semantics of ISA.

Model Constraint 4.4 Interaction between generalization and contextualization. Let c be a context ando1, o2

be objects ofc. If there is an ISA link inc from o1 to o2 then the reference ofo1 in c refines the reference ofo2 in

c.

∀o1, o2 ∈ O, c, c1 ∈ CXT , ∃c2 ∈ CXT :

Isac(o1, o2) ∧ c1 = ref I(o1, c) ⇒ c2 = ref I(o2, c) ∧ c1 -I c2. ¦

This model constraint is justified and exemplified in subsection 3.1.3.

Model Constraint 4.5 Interaction between classification, generalization and contextualization. Let c be a

context andp, p1, p2 be reference paths inc. If o1 is an instance-of link inc from p to p1, there is an ISA link inc

from p1 to p2, ando2 is an instance-of link inc from p to p2, then the reference ofo1 in c refines the reference of

o2 in c.

∀o1, o2 ∈ O, c, c1 ∈ CXT , p, p1, p2 ∈ RP, ∃c2 ∈ CXT :

〈o1, p, p1〉 ∈ inI(c) ∧ Isac(p1, p2) ∧ 〈o2, p, p2〉 ∈ inI(c) ∧ c2 = ref I(o2, c) ⇒

c1 = ref I(o1, c) ∧ c1 -I c2. ¦

This model constraint is justified and exemplified in subsection 3.1.4.

Model Constraint 4.6 Inheritance of built-in information . Every context refines the empty context.

∀c ∈ CXT : c -I Cempty . ¦

This model constraint expresses that the contents of the empty context should be present in every context.

Having defined the models of a contextualized information baseCIB, we are now ready to define the logical

implications ofCIB. Intuitively, an atomα is logically implied byCIB iff the information inα is reflected in the

structure of every model ofCIB.
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Definition 4.9 Logical implications. Let CIB be a contextualized information base〈O, CXT ,N , cnts〉. The

logical implicationsof CIB are defined as follows:

∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP, n ∈ N :

• CIB |= Objc(o) iff o ∈ objsI(c), for every modelI of CIB.

• CIB |= Namec(o, n) iff n ∈ namesI(o, c), for every modelI of CIB.

• CIB |= ref(o, c) = c′ iff ref I(o, c) = c′, for every modelI of CIB.

• CIB |= defined(ref(o, c)) iff ∃c′′ ∈ CXT : ref I(o, c) = c′′, for every modelI of CIB.

• CIB |= Isac(o, p1, p2) iff 〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ isaI(c), for every modelI of CIB.

• CIB |= Isac(p1, p2) iff ∃o′ ∈ O : 〈o′, p1, p2〉 ∈ isaI(c), for every modelI of CIB.

• CIB |= Inc(o, p1, p2) iff 〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ inI(c), for every modelI of CIB.

• CIB |= Inc(p1, p2) iff ∃o′ ∈ O : 〈o′, p1, p2〉 ∈ inI(c), for every modelI of CIB.

• CIB |= Attrc(o, p1, p2) iff 〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ attrI(c), for every modelI of CIB.

• CIB |= c - c′ iff c -I c′, is satisfied by every modelI of CIB. ¦

We refer to the atoms following|=, ascontextual atomsand to the corresponding predicates ascontextual

predicates.

4.6 Inference rules

In this subsection, we present a set of sound and complete inference rules that allow us to derive the logical

implications of a (valid) contextualized information base. Starting from user declarations, new information is

derived by applying the inference rules the usual way. Intuitively, through the inference rules, new contexts are

derived and the contents of user declared contexts are enriched.

Definition 4.10 Derivations. Let CIB = 〈O, CXT ,N , cnts〉 be a contextualized information base, and letα be

a contextual atom. We say thatα is derived from CIB (CIB ` α) iff α is derived from the following inference

rules starting derivation from theCIB user declarations.¦

Inference Rule 4.1 Predicate initializations. Predicates are initialized based on theCIB user declarations.

1. ∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT : o ∈ objs(c) ⇒ Objc(o).

2. ∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT , n ∈ N : n ∈ names(o, c) ⇒ Namec(o, n).

3. ∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP : 〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ in(c) ⇒ Inc(o, p1, p2).
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4. ∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP : 〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ isa(c) ⇒ Isac(o, p1, p2).

5. ∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP : 〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ attr(c) ⇒ Attrc(o, p1, p2).

6. ∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT : ref(o, c) = c′ ⇒ defined(ref(o, c)). ¦

Inference Rule 4.2 Contextualized binary instance-of and ISA. Binary instance-of and ISA relationships are

derived from ternary instance-of and ISA relationships.

1. ∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP : Inc(o, p1, p2) ⇒ Inc(p1, p2).

2. ∀o ∈ O, c ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP : Isac(o, p1, p2) ⇒ Isac(p1, p2). ¦

Inference Rule 4.3 Contextualized ISA reflexivity and transitivity .

1. ISA reflexivity.

Let c be a context. For every reference pathp in c, there is an ISA link inc from p to p.

∀c ∈ CXT , p ∈ RPc : Isac(p, p).

2. ISA transitivity.

Let c be a context andp1, p2, p3 be reference paths inc. If there are two ISA links inc from p1 to p2, and

from p2 to p3, respectively, then there is an ISA link inc from p1 to p3.

∀ c ∈ CXT , p1, p2, p3 ∈ RP :

Isac(p1, p2) ∧ Isac(p2, p3) ⇒ Isac(p1, p3). ¦

The above inference rules are contextualized versions of the ISA reflexivity and ISA transitivity properties of

conventional object-oriented systems.

Inference Rule 4.4 Context Refinement. If a contextc refinesa contextc′ (c - c′) then (i) every object ofc′ is

also an object ofc, (ii) the names of every objecto in c′ are included in the names ofo in c, (iii) every instance-of,

ISA, or attribute relationship inc′ also holds inc, and (iv) the reference of every objecto of c′ is either undefined

or refined by reference ofo in c.

1. ∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT : c - c′ ∧ Objc′(o) ⇒ Objc(o).

2. ∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT : c - c′ ∧ Namec′(o, n) ⇒ Namec(o, n).

3. ∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP : c - c′ ∧ Inc′(o, p1, p2) ⇒ Inc(o, p1, p2).

4. ∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP : c - c′ ∧ Isac′(o, p1, p2) ⇒ Isac(o, p1, p2).

5. ∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP : c - c′ ∧ Attrc′(o, p1, p2) ⇒ Attrc(o, p1, p2).

6. ∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT :

c - c′ ∧ defined(ref(o, c′)) ⇒ defined(ref(o, c)) ∧ ref(o, c) - ref(o, c′). ¦
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Inference Rule 4.5 Refinement is reflexive and transitive. The refinement relation between contexts is reflexive

and transitive.

1. Reflexivity.

∀c ∈ CXT : c - c.

2. Transitivity.

∀c1, c2, c3 ∈ CXT : c1 - c2 ∧ c2 - c3 ⇒ c1 - c3. ¦

Inference Rule 4.6 Contextualized instance upward inheritance. Let c be a context andp, p1, p2 be reference

paths inc. If there is an instance-of link inc from p to p1, and an ISA link inc from p1 to p2, then there is an

instance-of link inc from p to p2.

∀ c ∈ CXT , p, p1, p2 ∈ RP :

Inc(p, p1) ∧ Isac(p1, p2) ⇒ Inc(p, p2). ¦

In conventional object-oriented systems, instances of classes are also instances of their superclasses. The above

inference rule is the contextualized version of this property.

Inference Rule 4.7 Interaction between generalization and contextualization. Let c be a context ando1, o2

be objects ofc. If there is an ISA link inc from o1 to o2 then the reference ofo1 in c refines the reference ofo2 in

c.

∀o1, o2 ∈ O, c ∈ CXT :

Isac(o1, o2) ∧ defined(ref(o2, c)) ⇒ defined(ref(o1, c)) ∧ ref(o1, c) - ref(o2, c). ¦

This inference rule is justified and exemplified in subsection 3.1.3.

Inference Rule 4.8 Interaction between classification, generalization, and contextualization. Let c be a

context andp, p1, p2 be reference paths inc. If o1 is an instance-of link inc from p to p1, there is an ISA link inc

from p1 to p2, ando2 is an instance-of link inc from p to p2, then the reference ofo1 in c refines the reference of

o2 in c.

∀o1, o2 ∈ O, c ∈ CXT , p, p1, p2 ∈ RP :

Inc(o1, p, p1) ∧ Isac(p1, p2) ∧ Inc(o2, p, p2) ∧ defined(ref(o2, c)) ⇒

defined(ref(o1, c)) ∧ ref(o1, c) - ref(o2, c). ¦

This inference rule is justified and exemplified in subsection 3.1.4.
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Inference Rule 4.9 Inheritance of built-in information . Every context refines the empty context.

∀c ∈ CXT : c - Cempty . ¦

The following proposition expresses that the above inference rules are sound and complete. That is, every

logical implication of a contextualized information base is derived from the inference rules, and vice versa.

Proposition 4.1 Soundness and Completeness. Let CIB be a contextualized information base, and letα be a

contextual atom. It holds:CIB |= α ⇔ CIB ` α. ¦

4.7 The equivalence and refinement relations

In this section, we give the formal definitions of the equivalence and refinement relations, described informally in

subsection 3.1.3, and we prove some of their properties. First, we show how a context structure can be represented

as a labelled directed acyclic graph. To simplify the presentation, whenref(o, c) is undefined for an objecto of a

contextc, we writeref(o, c) = NIL, whereNIL is a special kind of context with no associated contents.

4.7.1 Context structure as labelled directed graphs

In this subsection, we recall briefly the notion of “labelled directed graph” and “graph isomorphism”. The notion of

isomorphic graphs is used in the following subsection to define context equivalence. We also show how a context

structure is represented as a labelled directed acyclic graph.

Definition 4.11 Labelled directed graph. A labelled directed graph is a tripletG = 〈V, E,L〉 whereV is a

finite set of vertices,E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges (which connect certain pair of vertices) andL is a function

which assigns each vertex and each edge a label.

Definition 4.12 Labelled directed graph isomorphism. Two labelled directed graphs,G1 = 〈V1, E1, L1〉 and

G2 = 〈V2, E2, L2〉 are isomorphic iff there is a bijective function (isomorphism)π : V1 → V2 such that

1. 〈v1, v2〉 ∈ E1 iff 〈π(v1), π(v2)〉 ∈ E2,

2. L1(v) = L2(π(v)) for all v ∈ V1, and

3. L1(〈v1, v2〉) = L2(〈π(v1), π(v2)〉) for all 〈v1, v2〉 ∈ E1.

Let Iso(G1, G2) denote the set of all isomorphisms betweenG1 andG2. ¦

Lemma 4.1 Graph isomorphism transitivity . If graphsG1, G2 are isomorphic and graphsG2, G3 are also

isomorphic, then graphsG1, G3 are isomorphic too.¦

Proof: If π ∈ Iso(G1, G2) andφ ∈ Iso(G2, G3), it is easy to prove thatπ ◦ φ is an isomorphism between graphs

G1 andG3. 2
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By context structure, we mean a structure of contexts and their nested subcontexts. In the structure, we don’t

take into account instance-of, ISA and attribute relationships, as well as the names of the objects, but we do take

into account the objects of the contexts, which are represented as labels of the graph edges. Thus, a context

structure can be seen as a labelled directed graph as follows:

• the contexts are represented as vertices of the graph,

• the subcontextc′ of a contextc is represented by the edge〈c, c′〉,

• the navigation from a contextc to its subcontextc′ through the reference of an objecto in c, i.e. ref (o, c) =

c′, is represented byo ∈ L(〈c, c′〉), i.e. the label of edge〈c, c′〉 is a set containing the objecto. If there is

another objecto′ such thatref (o′, c) = c′ theno′ ∈ L(〈c, c′〉) as well. In other words, the label of an edge

〈c, c′〉 is the set of all objects ofc with referencec′.

• L(v) = {}, for all v ∈ V , as contexts are assigned no name.

Figure 14 shows how a context structure is represented as a labelled directed graph.

(a) (b)
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Figure 14: (a) A context structure, (b) its representation as a labelled directed graph.

Note that since each object within a context has either aNIL reference or a reference to another context and

the objects of a context are represented as labels of edges originating from that context, it is easy to see that: ifc is

a context then

objs(c) =
⋃

〈c,c′〉∈E

L(〈c, c′〉)

Each context is associated with a context structure which contains the context itself and its nested subcontexts.

The labelled directed graph induced by the context structure of a context is denoted byGR(c) and is defined

formally as follows:

Definition 4.13 Labelled directed graph induced by a contextc, GR(c). The labelled directed graph induced

by the contextc is defined as follows:

∀c ∈ CXT : GR(c) = 〈V, E, L〉

where

V = {c} ∪ {c′ ∈ CXT | c′ = Ref c(p), p ∈ RPc}
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E = {〈c1, c2〉 | c1, c2 ∈ V ∧ ∃o ∈ objs(c1) : ref (o, c1) = c2}

∀〈c1, c2〉 ∈ E : L(〈c1, c2〉) =
⋃

ref (o,c1)=c2

{o}. ¦

Note that every labelled directed graph induced by a contextc is acyclic. Now, we are ready to define the

equivalence relation between contexts.

4.7.2 Context equivalence

Definition 4.14 Context equivalence (∼). Let c, c′ be two contexts andGR(c) = 〈V, E, L〉, GR(c′) the graphs

induced byc andc′, respectively.Context equivalenceis a relation betweenc andc′, denoted byc ∼ c′, and is

defined as follows:

c ∼ c′ ⇔ (c = c′ = NIL)

∨
( ∃π ∈ Iso(GR(c), GR(c′)) : π(c) = c′ ∧

∀v ∈ V :

attr(v) = attr(π(v)) ∧
in(v) = in(π(v)) ∧
isa(v) = isa(π(v)) ∧

(∀o ∈ objs(v) : names(o, v) = names(o, π(v)))). ¦

Two contexts are equivalent (c ∼ c′) iff (i) c andc′ are identical (possiblyNIL), or (ii) they have an isomorphic

context structure and the contents (except references) of each context coincide. Intuitively, this means that two

contexts are equivalent iff (i) they are identical, or (ii) their contents (except references) coincide and the references

of their common objects are equivalent.

Graph Isomorphism Problem: The complexity of an algorithm which decides whether two given contexts are

equivalent is the same to the complexity of an algorithm which decides whether the labelled directed acyclic

graphs induced by given contexts are isomorphic. This problem is polynomially equivalent to the well-known

graph isomorphism problem[33, 40, 19, 32]. The graph isomorphism problem is clearly in the class of NP, and it

is not known whether it is in P. It is also unknown whether the problem is NP-complete.

An important property of the relation∼ is that it is equivalence. Thus, in case context identifiers are not

important, equivalent contexts can be used interchangeably for modeling information.

Proposition 4.2 Relation ∼ is an equivalence relation. The relation∼ on the set of contextsCXT is an

equivalence relation, i.e., reflexive, transitive, and symmetric.¦

4.7.3 Context refinement

We now define the refinement relation between two contexts.
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Definition 4.15 Context refinement. The refinementrelation between two contextsc, c′, denoted byc - c′, is

recursively defined as follows:

c - c′ ⇔ (c′ = NIL)

∨
(objs(c′) ⊆ objs(c) ∧
attr(c′) ⊆ attr(c) ∧
in(c′) ⊆ in(c) ∧
isa(c′) ⊆ isa(c) ∧
(∀o ∈ objs(c′) : names(o, c′) ⊆ names(o, c) ∧

ref (o, c) - ref (o, c′))). ¦
The recursion in the definition ofc - c′ stops whenc′ is NIL, or c - c′ is called again. Note that due to

Validity Constraint 4.1, the recursion always terminates. Intuitively, a contextc refines a contextc′ (c - c′), if

the contents ofc′ except references are subset of the contents ofc, and the reference of an objecto in c′ is either

undefined or refined by the reference ofo in c. For example, in Figure 12 contextsc9 andc10 refine contextc8, and

contextsc4, c5 refine contextc3.

If both refinementsc - c′ andc′ - c hold, then the contents ofc andc′ are intuitively the same. Indeed the

following theorem shows that the refinement relation is partial order up to the equivalence relation.

Proposition 4.3 . The refinement relation on the set of contextsCXT is a partial order up to the equivalence

relation∼, i.e., it is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric10. ¦

A contextualized information baseCIB is an incomplete model of the real world. This implies that the

conditions of Definition 4.15 may hold inCIB but not in the real world, and conversely, they may hold in the real

world but not inCIB. Thus, we cannot use Definition 4.15 directly to derivec - c′, for contextsc andc′. Indeed,

the refinement relation is derived only through our inference rules.

5 Contextualization in Telos

Our contextualization mechanism is generic and can be applied to any semantic data model that supports the

traditional abstraction mechanisms of classification, generalization, and attribution. In this section, we show how a

specific data model can accommodate our contextualization mechanism. In particular, we choose for this purpose

the Telos data model.

Telos [42, 34] is a knowledge representation language originally designed for information system development

applications. A Telos information base consists of two kinds of objects:individualsandattributes. Objects are

organized along three dimensions, referred to as theclassification, generalization, andattributiondimensions.

The classification dimension calls for each object to be an instance of one or moreclasses. Classes are them-

selves objects, therefore they can be instances of other, more abstract classes. Generally, objects are classified
10That isc - c′ andc′ - c impliesc ∼ c′.
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Figure 15: ContextCempty .

into:

tokens, i.e., objects having no instances and intended to represent atomic entities in the domain of discourse;

simple classes, i.e., objects having only tokens as instances;

metaclasses, i.e., objects having only simple classes as instances;

metametaclasses, and so on.

This classification defines an unbounded hierarchy of levels of ever more abstract objects. All tokens are classified

under the classL0 Class, all simple classes under the classL1 Class, all metaclasses under the classL2 Class,

and so on, andL0, L1, L2, etc. are calledinstantiation levels. Classification is treated as a form of weak typing

mechanism: if an attributea is instance of an attribute classa′ then the source ofa should be instance of the source

of a′, and the destination ofa should be instance of the destination ofa′.

Classes at the same instantiation level can be specialized alonggeneralizationor ISA hierarchies.

We will see below how the Telos features are incorporated into our contextualized framework. For our discus-

sion, we consider a variant of Telos, where instance-of and ISA links are also objects.11

To support Telos, the special contextCempty contains all built-in objects of Telos and their relationships.

Specifically, the contents ofCempty include12 (see Figure 15):

• ObjectsoInd , oAttr , namedIndividual andAttribute, respectively. These objects represent the classes

of individuals and attribute objects, respectively.

• ObjectsoL0 , oL1 , oL2 , and so on, namedToken, S Class, M1 Class, and so on, respectively. These objects

represent the instantiation levels ofTokens, Simple Classes, Metaclasses, and so on, respectively.

• ObjectsoObj and oClass, namedObject and Class, respectively. These objects represent the class of

objects, and the class of classes, respectively.

• Instance-of links and ISA links that represent relationships between the objects ofCempty .

By definition the contents of the empty context are shared by any context. Therefore, the objects ofCempty are

also objects of any contextc. We say that an objecto is individual in contextc, iff there is an instance-of link inc

11O-Telos is such a variant of Telos, used in the deductive object base ConceptBase [27].
12In the figure, it is not shown that objectsoInd , oAttr , oObj , andoClass are instances of the objectoClass.
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from o to oInd . Similarly, an objecto is attribute in contextc, iff there is an instance-of link inc from o to oAttr .

A reference pathp may be associated with aninstantiation leveli in a contextc, iff there is an instance-of link inc

from p to objectoLi
. The functionLevelc(p) returns the instantiation level of a reference pathp in contextc.

∀c ∈ CXT , p ∈ RPc : Levelc(p) = i ⇔ ∃o ∈ O 〈o, p, oLi〉 ∈ in(c).

5.1 Telos-dependent validity constraints

We now give a number of validity constraints, called Telos-dependent validity constraints, which together with our

core validity constraints, presented in subsection 4.4, should be satisfied by any Telos contextualized information

base. Indeed the following validity constraints support embedding of Telos into our contextualized framework, and

are contextualized versions of the basic contraints of Telos [27].

Validity Constraint 5.1 Membership to the Attribute built-in object . If a is an attribute link inc from a

reference pathpf to a reference pathpt, then there is an instance-of link inc from a to oAttr .

∀c ∈ CXT , a ∈ O, pf , pt ∈ RP :

〈a, pf , pt〉 ∈ attr(c) ⇒ ∃o ∈ O 〈o, a, oAttr 〉 ∈ in(c). ¦

Validity Constraint 5.2 Object kind uniqueness constraint. A reference path cannot be both individual and

attribute within a context.

∀c ∈ CXT o′1, o
′
2 ∈ O, p1, p2 ∈ RP :

〈o′1, p1, oInd〉 ∈ in(c) ∧ 〈o′2, p2, oAttr 〉 ∈ in(c) ⇒ p1 6= p2. ¦

Note that, it is possible for an object to be individual in one context and attribute in another.

Validity Constraint 5.3 Level uniqueness constraint. A reference path cannot have more than one instantiation

levels within a context, that is, it can be classified within a context under only one of the classesLi, i ≥ 0.

∀c ∈ CXT , p ∈ RP, i1, i2 ∈ IN :

Levelc(p) = i1 ∧ Levelc(p) = i2 ⇒ i1 = i2. ¦

Validity Constraint 5.4 Source and destination uniqueness constraints.

1. The source of a link in a contextc is unique.

∀c ∈ CXT , o ∈ O, p1, p2 ∈ RP :

Fromc(o) = p1 ∧ Fromc(o) = p2 ⇒ p1 = p2.

2. The destination of a link in a contextc is unique.

∀c ∈ CXT , o ∈ O, p1, p2 ∈ RP :

Toc(o) = p1 ∧ Toc(o) = p2 ⇒ p1 = p2. ¦
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Validity Constraint 5.5 Instance-of constraints.

1. Attribute instantiation constraint.

Let a anda′ be two attribute links inc from pf to pt, andp′f to p′t, respectively. If there is an instance-of

link in c from a to a′, then there is an instance-of link inc from pf to p′f , and an instance-of link inc from

pt to p′t.

∀c ∈ CXT , o, a, a′ ∈ O, pf , pt, p
′
f , p′t ∈ RP, ∃o′, o′′ ∈ O :

〈o, a, a′〉 ∈ in(c) ∧ 〈a, pf , pt〉 ∈ attr(c) ∧ 〈a′, p′f , p′t〉 ∈ attr(c) ⇒
〈o′, pf , p′f 〉 ∈ in(c) ∧ 〈o′′, pt, p

′
t〉 ∈ in(c).

2. Instance-of level constraint.

If there is an instance-of link inc from pf to pt, then the instantiation level ofpt in c equals the instantiation

level ofpf in c plus one.

∀c ∈ CXT , o,∈ O, pf , pt ∈ RP :

〈o, pf , pt〉 ∈ in(c) ⇒ Levelc(pt) = Levelc(pf ) + 1. ¦

Validity Constraint 5.6 ISA constraints.

1. Attribute generalization constraint.

Let a anda′ be two attribute links inc from pf to pt, andp′f to p′t, respectively. If there is an ISA link inc

from a to a′, then there is an ISA link inc from pf to p′f , and an ISA link inc from pt to p′t.

∀c ∈ CXT , o, a, a′ ∈ O, pf , pt, p
′
f , p′t ∈ RP, ∃o′, o′′ ∈ O :

〈o, a, a′〉 ∈ isa(c) ∧ 〈a, pf , pt〉 ∈ attr(c) ∧ 〈a′, p′f , p′t〉 ∈ attr(c) ⇒
〈o′, pf , p′f 〉 ∈ isa(c) ∧ 〈o′′, pt, p

′
t〉 ∈ isa(c).

2. ISA level constraint.

If there is an ISA link inc from pf to pt, then the level ofpt in c equals the level ofpf in c.

∀c ∈ CXT , o,∈ O, pf , pt ∈ RP :

〈o, pf , pt〉 ∈ isa(c) ⇒ Levelc(pt) = Levelc(pf ). ¦

6 Related works

Various forms of contextualization have appeared in the area of computer science. However, these forms are

very diverse and serve different purposes. In this section, we compare our work with related approaches which

we classify in six categories: general contextualization frameworks, semantic model clustering, nested associa-

tions, context in Artificial Intelligence, contextual ontologies for the Semantic Web, and context-aware computing.

Moreover, we relate our contextual modeling structures to Description Logics.
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6.1 General contextualization frameworks

In this subsection, we compare the present work with our own previous works [60], as well as with the work of

Mylopoulos and Motschnig-Pitrik [43, 44]. These works attempt to introduce a general framework for contextual-

ization in information bases.

In [43, 44, 60], a context is treated as a special object which is associated to a set of objects and a lexicon, i.e. a

binding of names to these objects. These works support nesting of contexts, context overlapping, relative naming,

and define operations on contexts, such as context union, intersection, and difference. In addition, [60] establishes

properties of operations on contexts, such as commutativity, associativity, and distributivity. On the other hand,

[43] considers issues, such as authorization and transaction execution.

The notion of context introduced in this work, still supports nesting of contexts, context overlapping, and

relative naming, yet it advances with respect to [43, 44, 60] mainly along two lines:

• We distinguish between objects and contexts. Objects represent real world concepts, whereas contexts are

collections of objects. Within each context, local names and semantics are assigned to objects, as well

as references (which are also contexts) for describing objects in more detail. Thus, a real world concept

(e.g. the geography of Greece) is represented by an object which can have different detailed descriptions

(i.e. references) within different contexts (e.g. the 15th century and the 20th century). This is certainly a

modeling capability not offered by the other approaches.

• We support the interaction of our contextualization mechanism with the traditional abstraction mechanisms.

Works in [43, 44, 60] lack this interaction. In [44], the notion of context is introduced in the Telos data

model, where each context is considered to be at the Token level, i.e., an atomic object, and contexts do not

participate in classification or generalization hierarchies.

6.2 Semantic model clustering

In “real life” applications, it is often the case that semantic data models become large and complex, and thus

difficult to understand. Several techniques cope with this problem by decomposing the global schema into smaller,

more manageable partitions, calledentity clusters[18, 58, 13, 62, 8, 12, 20, 58, 70, 47, 66, 53].

In [58], several kinds of clustering are defined, all of which are supported by our framework:

1. Dominance grouping: Here, a dominant objecto is grouped together with its related, non-dominant objects

into a cluster that represents the same real world entity aso, but at a different level of abstraction. In our

framework, we support this kind of grouping by allowing the reference of an object to contain the object

itself. For example, in Figure 12, the reference of the objecto8 (Agents) in contextc3, contains the object

itself (under the nameAgent).

2. Abstraction grouping: Here, objects participating in abstractions such as classification, generalization, and

attribution are grouped in a cluster. In our framework, we support this kind of grouping by allowing objects

related by instance-of, ISA, and attribute links to be grouped together with these links in a context.
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3. Relationship grouping: Here, a relationship together with its participating entities are grouped into a cluster.

In our framework, we support this kind of grouping, as relationships are represented by attributes, and a

context may contain attributes and their source and destination objects.

In [13], an additional kind of clustering is defined, calledrelationship abstraction, which abstracts a number

of relationships into a higher-level relationship. In our framework, we support this kind of clustering through the

concept of attribute reference.

Our framework differs substantially, from all of the above approaches in the following:

• A global schema is not a requirement for modeling the real world. Rather, it is possible that information

about an object can only be found scattered across contexts.

• We support relative naming and relative semantics w.r.t. a context. Within different contexts, information

about the same object can even be conflicting. Thus, information is meaningful only within a context, and

its validity outside of it cannot be assumed directly (unless explicitly declared).

• We distinguish between objects and contexts, with the advantages described in the previous subsection.

• We support the interaction of our contextualization mechanism with the traditional abstraction mechanisms.

Although in semantic model clustering the schema is decomposed, instances of both low-level objects and

high-level objects (i.e., clusters) are globally defined. A solution to this problem is given in [13] by providing an

algorithm to extract an instance graph for a higher-level object, i.e., to decompose the instances according to the

cluster. In our framework, instance-of links are context-dependent and the user can explicitly declare the instances

of high-level objects. In particular, in our framework, the instance graph of a high-level object corresponds to the

instance-of links directed towards the object, along with the references of these links, and the instance-of links

within these references, recursively. In [13], a higher-level object can be defined as a view derived by a query

expression over a semantic model. We think that view support is an important issue and we intend to address it for

our framework in future work.

6.3 Nested associations

Work in [35] deals with the problem of abstracting complex associations between objects of a conceptual model in

order to make large data schemas more comprehensive. Towards this goal, the authors define anenclosing classas

an abstraction which encapsulates a set of local classes. Additionally, they define anenclosing association classas

an abstraction which associates a source enclosing class with a destination enclosing class, and encapsulates a set

of local classes, as well as local associations.

Intuitively, our concepts of object reference and attribute reference cover the concepts of enclosing class and

enclosing attribute class. However, in [35], the main emphasis is placed on nested associations, and issues such

as relative naming and relative semantics, as well as the interaction between the proposed abstraction and the

abstractions of classification and generalization are not considered.

In [20], a levelled entity-relationship model is proposed, where higher-level entities encapsulate lower-level

entities, similarly to our concept of object reference. However, the authors do not support the notion of attribute
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reference. Moreover, naming, semantics, and instances of objects are globally defined. In [20], the authors argue

that a relationship to a subentity from a higher-level entity breaks the encapsulation of the entity containing the

subentity. To solve this encapsulation problem, they propose the notion ofaspectthat works as a window that

makes a lower-level object to appear at a higher-level object. Though encapsulation is an important issue, we do

not examine it in this work. We consider this as an authorization issue that can be handled on top of our general

framework mechanism.

6.4 Context in Artificial Intelligence

Motivated by the observation that one can never represent an object in complete generality, McCarthy [38] intro-

duced the notationist(c, p) (pronounced as “is true”) meaning that a formulap holds in the contextc, wherec is

meant to capture all that is not explicit inp and that is required to makep a true statement. One of the first attempts

at formalizing context under McCarthy’s supervision was presented by Guha [25]. Motivated largely by his work

in the Cyc project, an attempt to build an extremely large knowledge base to support common-sense reasoning.

Guha introduced a formal semantics for the formulaist(c, p). The consequences are: (i) contexts are first class

objects, (ii) propositions and contexts are always relative to another context, (iii) contexts can be nested in any

depth, (iv) lifting axioms can be used to relate the truth of formulas in different contexts.

Giunchiglia and Serafini proposed MultiContext Systems (MCS) [22] as a proof-theoretic framework for con-

textual reasoning. This paper introduces the notion of bridge rule, namely a special kind of inference rule whose

premises and conclusion hold in different contexts. Moreover, Ghidini and Giunchiglia proposed Local Models

Semantics (LMS) [21] as a model-theoretic framework for contextual reasoning. For an overview and comparison

of the work on formalizing context in Artificial Intelligence, see [4, 6, 51].

In this paper, we consider the notion of context in information bases, and its interaction with the traditional

abstraction mechanisms. The contents of a context can be thought of as formulas that are declared to hold within

a context, and our logical implications to be formulas derived based on our model theory, and inference rules.

Obviously, our reasoning framework is limited in the sense that we consider only specific formulas (that we call

contextual atoms), and only one kind of bridge rule (that we callcontext refinement). However, elaborating on

specific aspects of context, we were able to impose a formal structure for contextualized information bases, and

define a number of validity constraints that every contextualized information base should satisfy. Moreover, our

inference rules allow the derivation of new information based on this formal structure and the interaction between

the different abstraction mechanisms.

6.5 Contextualized ontologies for the Semantic Web

In this subsection, we review ontology languages for the Semantic Web supporting the notion of context.

In [14], the authors extend the web ontology schema language RDF(S) [69] with the notion of context, such that

conceptual graphs [53] can be represented in the extended schema language. Though conceptual graphs support
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(nested) contexts, their notion of context is mostly to encapsulate a set of (object-attribute-object) triples as a value

to an attribute of a higher level context. In our framework, a context encapsulates not only attributes but also

ISA and instance-of relationships. In addition, in our framework, an attributea can have a reference to a context,

supporting attribute abstraction and hiding of details for the exact linkage between the source and destination ofa.

Moreover, we support the refinement relation between contexts.

In [5], the authors present a contextualized version of Description Logic [17] for application to the web ontol-

ogy languages OWL [68] and DAML+OIL [67]. In their framework, contextual concepts are defined based on a set

of classical and/or contextual concept constructors. Contextual concepts are given context-dependent semantics

based on their definition. Though this extension is interesting, it does not support nesting of contexts, attribute

abstraction, and context refinement.

C-OWL [7] is an extension of the web ontology language OWL [68] with a notion of context. A context in

C-OWL is an OWL ontology whose local concepts are defined based on local and/or foreign concepts and roles.

Foreign concepts and roles are defined in a different context. Contexts are connected via bridge rules, stating that

two contextualized concepts are equivalent, disjoint, intersect, or one subsumes the other. This notion of context

does not support several of the features of our model, e.g. nesting of contexts, attribute abstraction, and context

refinement.

6.6 Context-aware computing

In [48], context-aware computing is defined as a software that adapts according to its location of use, the collection

of nearby people and objects, as well as changes to those objects over time. A more general definition is given in

[16, 15], where context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a

person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application. A system

is context aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or services to the user.

In pervasive computing and context-aware services, explicit representation of context and contextual knowl-

edge is considered critical to intelligent agents. In this framework, a context can be a distinguished collection

of possible world features that has predictive worth to the agents. Once an agent knows that it is in a particular

context, it immediately knows a great deal about the situation [63, 64]. In addition, a context can be a description

of a situation (location, environmental attributes etc.) evaluated by an agent, or available to a service before and

during execution [10, 11, 57, 56, 55].

The field of context-aware computing can benefit from our work as different types of situations can be modeled

in our framework as different contexts, calledsituation-schema contexts, that contain schema information for the

particular type of situation. The semantics of the situation-schema contexts can be indicated bysituation-schema

objectsreferring to these contexts. Moreover, a refinement hierarchy of situation-schema contexts can be defined,

through ISA links between the corresponding situation-schema objects. In our framework, the current situation

of relevant entities can be modeled by (possibly short-lived) contexts, calledcurrent-situation contexts, based on

information acquired by the context acquisition module. Our contextual instantiation mechanism can be used
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to relate objects in the current-situation contexts to classes in the situation-schema contexts, through instance-of

links. Obviously, a formal organization of contexts can help agents to discover, reason about, and communicate

contextual information.

6.7 Relationship with Description Logic

Description Logics (DLs) [17] are knowledge representation languages tailored for expressing knowledge about

concepts and concept hierarchies. In particular, any DL is a decidable subset of the function-free FOL using at

most three variable names. In DL, a knowledge base, also referred as a DL theory, denoted byΣ, is formed

by two components: theintensionalone, called TBox, (denoted byT ), and theextensionalone, called ABox

(denoted byA), i.e. Σ = (T,A). The first is a general schema concerning the classes of individuals to be

represented (concepts), their general properties and mutual relationships. The latter is a (partial) instantiation of

this schema, containing assertions relating either individuals to classes, or individuals to each other. Specifically,

the language used is composed by symbols denotingconcepts, individuals, androles(binary relations). Besides the

above symbols, the alphabet includes a number ofconstructorsthat permit the formation ofconcept expressions.

Description Logics allow inferences, such as the derivation of new subsumption relationships between concepts

and concept memberships for individuals.

Though it seems that the contents of a contextc can be easily represented through a DL knowledge baseΣ

indexed byc, that is〈c, Σ〉, the correspondences are not straightforward due to several differences between the two

frameworks. Below we attempt a mapping between the two frameworks and state their differences.

DL concepts, individuals, and roles appearing in〈c, Σ〉 correspond in our framework to objects ofc. In par-

ticular, a DL role appearing in〈c,Σ〉 corresponds to an attribute link inc. An ABox statementC(o) in 〈c, Σ〉
corresponds to an instance-of link inc from individualo to conceptC. An ABox statementR(s, o) in 〈c, Σ〉 cor-

responds to (i) an attribute linka in c from individuals to individualo, and (ii) an ISA link inc from attribute link

a to roleR. A TBox statementC1 v C2 in 〈c,Σ〉 corresponds to an ISA link inc from conceptC1 to concept

C2. Note that in all these statements of〈c, Σ〉, the associated objects are objects ofc. However, in our framework,

the source and destination objects of instance-of, ISA, and attribute links, contextualized within a contextc, are

in general objects reached through a specified object path originating from an object inc by following reference

links. Thus, the source and destination objects of the links are not necessarily objects ofc.

Additionally, as in our framework, instance-of, ISA, and attribute links are objects contextualized within a

context, they may be associated with a nested context (reference). In particular, the reference of an instance-of

link i contains the particular instance-of links from the objects of the source reference ofi to the objects of the

destination reference ofi (instance-of abstraction). The reference of an attribute linka contains the particular

attribute paths from the objects of the source reference ofa to the objects of the destination reference ofi (attribute

abstraction). These features cannot be easily represented in DL.

However, we want to mention that indeed the contents of a contextc can be easily represented through a DL

knowledge base, indexed byc and extended with references (to allow nesting of contexts), assuming however that
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several important features of our model are eliminated. In particular, we should impose the constraint that link

objects in a contextc relate only objects ofc, and that references of link objects are not allowed.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we are concerned with a notion of context in the area of conceptual modeling. In our approach, a

context is seen as a structured set of objects, in which each object is associated with a set of names and (possibly)

a reference: the reference of the object is another context which “hides” information related to the object. Within a

context, objects can be structured through the traditional abstraction mechanisms of classification, generalization,

and attribution. One of the contributions of this paper is that we study how the contextualization mechanism

interacts with the traditional abstraction mechanisms.

Adding contextualization to an information base provides several modeling capabilities, including:

• Context-dependent semantics: A given object may be represented and interpreted differently in different

context-delimited parts of the information base, representing different points of view.

• Modular representation: At each level of abstraction, an overview of the available information can be pre-

sented in the form of objects that provide access to relevant detail.

• Focused information access: A context delimits the parts of an information base that are accessible in a given

way. Thus, context can act as a focusing mechanism when searching for information.

• Ability to handle inconsistent information: Contradictory information can be represented in the same infor-

mation base as long as it is treated in different contexts.

• Encapsulation of local information sources: Contexts can be used to encapsulate and model (possibly con-

flicting) local information sources in data integration.

Future work concerns the extension of Semantic Web ontology languages, such as RDF(S) [69], DAML+OIL

[67], OWL [68], with our notion of context. Such an extension will enhance Semantic Web ontologies with all

of the above mentioned features. We believe that these features are necessary for modeling and integrating a dis-

tributed, complex, and many times contradictory environment, such as the web. Additionally, we are concerned

with the development of a general framework for querying contextualized information bases. This framework in-

cludes the definition of useful fundamental query operations on contexts such as selection, projection, and join, as

well as composition operations such as union, intersection, and difference. We are also concerned with method-

ological issues such as criteria for context formation.

APPENDIX: Proofs of Propositions

In this Appendix, we prove the propositions appearing in the paper.

Proposition 4.1 Soundness and Completeness.Let CIB be a contextualized information base, and letα be a

contextual atom. It holds:CIB |= α ⇔ CIB ` α.
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Proof: Let CIB = 〈O, CXT ,N , cnts〉. Soundness of the inference rules can be easily verified. That is, ifα is a

contextual atom such thatCIB ` α, it holdsCIB |= α. Concerning the proof of completeness, we first construct

a modelI of CIB.

Starting from theCIB user declarations and Inference Rule 4.1, we apply the inference rules until we reach a

fixpoint F . Such a fixpoint is reached in a finite number of steps. This is because recursive derivations of context

refinement (due to Inference Rule 4.4(6)) always terminate (due to Validity Constraints 4.1, 4.5, and 4.6). Then,

we construct a modelI of CIB by following the steps below:

Step 1:We extendF with additional binary ISA relationships by applying the following rule:

∀p1, p2 ∈ RP :

Isac(p1, p2) ⇐ (∀p ∈ RP : Inc(p, p1) ⇒ Inc(p, p2)).

We denote the extendedF by F ′′.

Step 2:Based onF ′′, we construct an interpretationI = 〈O, CXT ,N , cntsI ,¹I〉 of CIB as follows:

∀o ∈ O, c, c′ ∈ CXT , p1, p2 ∈ RP, n ∈ N :

1. If Objc(o) ∈ F ′′ theno ∈ objsI(c).

2. If Namec(o, n) ∈ F ′′ thenn ∈ namesI(o, c).

3. If (ref(o, c) = c′) ∈ F ′′ thenref I(o, c) = c′.

4. If defined(ref(o, c)) ∈ F ′′ and 6 ∃ c′′ ∈ CXT : (ref(o, c) = c′′) ∈ F ′′ thenref I(o, c) = cnew,

wherecnew is an unused context identifier.

5. If Isac(o, p1, p2) ∈ F ′′ then〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ isaI(c).

6. If Isac(p1, p2) and 6 ∃ o ∈ O : Isac(o, p1, p2) ∈ F ′′ then〈onew, p1, p2〉 ∈ isaI(c),

whereonew is an unused context identifier.

7. If Inc(o, p1, p2) ∈ F ′′ then〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ inI(c).

8. If Inc(p1, p2) ∈ F ′′ and 6 ∃ o ∈ O : Inc(o, p1, p2) ∈ F ′′ then〈onew, p1, p2〉 ∈ inI(c),

whereonew is an unused context identifier.

9. If Attrc(o, p1, p2) ∈ F ′′ then〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ attrI(c).

10. If (c - c′) ∈ F ′′ thenc -I c′.

Step 3:We extendI with additional-I relationships by applying the following rule:

∀c, c′ ∈ CXT :

c -I c′ ⇐

(objsI(c′) ⊆ objsI(c) ∧
attrI(c′) ⊆ attrI(c) ∧
inI(c′) ⊆ inI(c) ∧
isaI(c′) ⊆ isaI(c) ∧

(∀o ∈ objs(c′), c1 ∈ CXT , ∃c2 ∈ CXT :

namesI(o, c′) ⊆ namesI(o, c) ∧
ref I(o, c′) = c1 ⇒ ref I(o, c) = c2 ∧ c2 -I c1).
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We denote the extendedI, also byI. It is easy to see that the interpretationI satisfies all model constraints.

Therefore,I is a model ofCIB.

Let α be one of the contextual atoms:Objc(o), Namec(o, n), ref(o, c) = c′, defined(ref(o, c)),

Isac(o, p1, p2), Inc(o, p1, p2). Assume thatCIB |= α. From the construction of modelI, it follows thatα ∈ F .

Thus,CIB ` α.

Let now α = Inc(p1, p2), and assume thatCIB |= α. We will show thatCIB ` α. As I is a model of

CIB, there is an objecto such that〈o, p1, p2〉 ∈ inI(c). This implies thatInc(o, p1, p2) ∈ F or Inc(p1, p2) ∈ F .

Therefore, from Inference Rule 4.2(1), it follows thatInc(p1, p2) ∈ F . Thus,CIB ` α.

Let nowα = Isac(p1, p2), and assume thatCIB |= α. We will show thatCIB ` α. First, we will create a

model ofCIB as follows: We create two new objectso, o1, and extend the contents ofc such thato, o1 ∈ objs(c)

and〈o1, o, p1〉 ∈ in(c). Then, we apply the inference rules, starting from the extendedCIB and Inference Rule

4.1, until we reach a fixpointF ′. FromF ′, we construct an interpretationI ′ of CIB, following the same steps that

we followed to constructI from F . It is easy to see thatI ′ is also a model ofCIB. As I ′ is a model ofCIB and

〈o1, o, p1〉 ∈ inI′(c), there should be an objecto2 such that〈o2, o, p2〉 ∈ inI′(c). This implies thatInc(o, p1) ∈ F

andInc(o, p2) ∈ F . Due to Inference Rule 4.6, this implies that (i)p1 = p2, or (ii) Isac(p1, p2) ∈ F , or (iii)

∃p′1, ..., p′n ∈ RP : Isac(p1, p
′
1) ∈ F, Isac(p′1, p

′
2) ∈ F, ..., Isac(p′n−1, p

′
n) ∈ F, Isac(p′n, p2) ∈ F , for

n ≥ 1. But thenIsac(p1, p2) ∈ F , due to Inference Rule 4.3. Thus,CIB ` α.

Let nowα = (c1 - c2), and assume thatCIB |= α. We will show thatCIB ` α. First, we will create a

model ofCIB as follows: We create a new objecto, and extend the contents ofc1 such thato ∈ objs(c1). Then,

we apply the inference rules until we reach a fixpointF ′. FromF ′, we construct an interpretationI ′ of CIB,

following the same steps that we followed to constructI from F . It is easy to see thatI ′ is also a model ofCIB.

As I ′ is a model ofCIB ando ∈ objsI′(c1), it should hold thato ∈ objsI′(c2). This implies thatObjc1(o) ∈ F

andObjc2(o) ∈ F . Due to Inference Rule 4.4, this implies that (i)c1 = c2, or (ii) (c1 - c2) ∈ F , or (iii)

∃c′1, ..., c′n ∈ CXT : (c1 - c′1) ∈ F, (c′1 - c′2) ∈ F, ..., (c′n−1 - c′n) ∈ F, (c′n - c2) ∈ F , for n ≥ 1. But then

(c1 - c2) ∈ F , due to Inference Rule 4.5. Thus,CIB ` α.

Therefore, we have showed that ifα is a contextual atom such thatCIB |= α, it holdsCIB ` α. 2

Proposition 4.2The relation∼ on the set of contextsCXT is an equivalence relation, i.e., reflexive, transitive, and

symmetric.

Proof: From Definition 4.14, it is easy to prove recursively that∼ is reflexive and symmetric.

We will now prove that∼ is also transitive, that is:

∀c1, c2, c3 ∈ CXT : (c1 ∼ c2) ∧ (c2 ∼ c3) ⇒ c1 ∼ c3

We distinguish the following cases:

1. c1 = c2 = c3 = NIL.

Then, from Definition 4.14, it easily follows thatc1 ∼ c3.
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2. c1 6= NIL andc2 6= NIL andc3 6= NIL.

(a) c1 = c2 = c3 or c1 = c2 6= c3 or c1 6= c2 = c3 or c1 = c3 6= c2.

Then, from Definition 4.14, it easily follows thatc1 ∼ c3.

(b) c1 6= c2, c2 6= c3, andc1 6= c3.

From Definition 4.14 we have

c1 ∼ c2 ⇒





∃π ∈ Iso(GR(c1), GR(c2)) : π(c1) = c2 ∧
∀v1 ∈ V1 :

attr(v1) = attr(π(v1)) ∧
in(v1) = in(π(v1)) ∧

isa(v1) = isa(π(v1)) ∧
∀o ∈ objs(v1) : names(o, v1) = names(o, π(v1))

(1)

c2 ∼ c3 ⇒





∃φ ∈ Iso(GR(c2), GR(c3)) : φ(c2) = c3 ∧
∀v2 ∈ V2 :

attr(v2) = attr(φ(v2)) ∧
in(v2) = in(φ(v2)) ∧

isa(v2) = isa(φ(v2)) ∧
∀o ∈ objs(v2) : names(o, v2) = names(o, φ(v2))

(2)

Eq.(1)

Eq.(2)

Lemma4.1

⇒





∃ρ = π ◦ φ ∈ Iso(GR(c1), GR(c3)) : ρ(c1) = c3 ∧
∀v1 ∈ V1 :

attr(v1) = attr(ρ(v1)) ∧
in(v1) = in(ρ(v1)) ∧

isa(v1) = isa(ρ(v1)) ∧
∀o ∈ objs(v1) : names(o, v1) = names(o, ρ(v1))

(3)

From Definition 4.14 and Equation (3) we have:c1 ∼ c3. 2

Proposition 4.3: The refinement relation on the set of contextsCXT is a partial order up to the equivalence

relation∼, i.e., it is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric.

Proof:

From Definition 4.15, it is easy to prove recursively that- is reflexive and transitive.

We will prove that- is antisymmetric, that is:

∀c, c′ ∈ CXT : (c - c′) ∧ (c′ - c) ⇒ c ∼ c′)

We distinguish the following cases:

1. c = c′ = NIL thenc ∼ c′.
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2. (c′ 6= NIL) and(c = NIL)

Then, from our assumptions, we have:

NIL 6= c - c′ = NIL, which is true according to Definition 4.15, and

NIL = c′ - c 6= NIL, which is false according to Definition 4.15.

Thus, this case is impossible.

3. (c 6= NIL) and(c′ = NIL)

It is proved similar to the previous case, that this case is impossible.

4.
(c 6= NIL ∧ c′ 6= NIL)

∧
( /∃π ∈ Iso(GR(c), GR(c′)) : π(c) = c′ ∧

∀v ∈ V :

attr(v) = attr(π(v)) ∧
in(v) = in(π(v)) ∧
isa(v) = isa(π(v)) ∧

(∀o ∈ objs(v) : names(o, v) = names(o, π(v))))
We will show that there exists an isomorphism like this. From our assumption we have:

c - c′ ⇒





objs(c′) ⊆ objs(c) ∧
attr(c′) ⊆ attr(c) ∧

in(c′) ⊆ in(c) ∧
isa(c′) ⊆ isa(c) ∧

(∀o ∈ objs(c′) :

names(o, c′) ⊆ names(o, c) ∧
ref (o, c) - ref (o, c′))

(4)

c′ - c ⇒





objs(c) ⊆ objs(c′) ∧
attr(c) ⊆ attr(c′) ∧

in(c) ⊆ in(c′) ∧
isa(c) ⊆ isa(c′) ∧

(∀o ∈ objs(c) :

names(o, c) ⊆ names(o, c′) ∧
ref (o, c′) - ref (o, c))

(5)
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Eq.(4)

Eq.(5)
⇒





objs(c) = objs(c′) ∧
attr(c) = attr(c′) ∧

in(c) = in(c′) ∧
isa(c) = isa(c′) ∧

(∀o ∈ objs(c) :

names(o, c) = names(o, c′) ∧
ref (o, c) - ref (o, c′) ∧
ref (o, c′) - ref (o, c))

(6)

This applied recursively to all subcontexts ofc andc′. Let GR(c) = 〈V, E, L〉 andGR(c′) = 〈V ′, E′, L′〉.
Consider the functionφ : V → V ′ which is defined recursively as follows:

φ(c) = c′

φ(ref (o, v)) = ref (o, v′), ∀v ∈ V, v′ ∈ V ′ : φ(v) = v′ ∧ o ∈ objs(v)
It is easy to see thatφ is a bijection, and that from Equation (6) it follows:

∀v ∈ V :
objs(v) = objs(φ(v)) ∧
attr(v) = attr(φ(v)) ∧

in(v) = in(φ(v)) ∧
isa(v) = isa(φ(v)) ∧

(∀o ∈ objs(v) :

names(o, v) = names(o, φ(v)))

Thus,c ∼ c′. 2
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